
There is an advertise that advertises a bowl that watches Superbowl 

with all.

Big flakes are falling in the schoolyard and when they fell on the 

ground, one of them throws a card.

I took a picture, a picture I took, beautiful is my picture and 

there is a Christian.

I love to wash my glove, I love to phone, I broke my bone so I'm at 

the emergency room all alone. 

Valentina Hercigonja

Referee is giving a warning to home team.

In badminton, an attacker is giving love. 

Referee is rough to the opposing team.

Attacker is brilliant in volleyball and he loves to blow the 

whistle.

Kristina Tušak

An ant is batteling a director in another galaxy with a golden 

statue. 

A violent, artistic pirate goes on a mission on a spectacular and 

scary slide, while his girlfriend is screaming.

All creatures bump into a film director and they design a new 

ruthless model. 

A character closes an unforgettable and violent sword.

A golden pirate takes off into a brilliant galaxy full of 

breathtaking ants. 

An artist wins a prize for the breathtaking ceremony that was 

unforgettable.

A scary power ranger screamed because he stepped on an ant. 

Ivan Petrinec and Antonio Pavlinić



Goalkeeper is a player who stands on the goal and defends it.

Referee controls the whole match and when a player does mistake, 

referee blows the whistle and maybe gets a yellow or red card.

Substitute player is a player who sits on a bench and if another 

player gets a red or yellow card, a substitute player must replace 

him.

If your friends, brother, sister, mum, dad, uncle or cousin don't 

know the rules, you should explain him or her the rules. 

Disqualification is when a player does a mistake, then the referee 

blows the whistle and gives him a red card. 

Marija Štingl

Attacker is a person that chases the ball and wants to score a goal.

Bench is a place where all players sit and before entering the field 

they have to prepare for the game. 

You always need to cheer your players. No matter if they are good or 

bad.

Defender is a person that stands in front of the goal and the 

goalkeeper and watches and chases the ball. My brother is a 

defender.

Injury is a bad thing that sometimes happens. Sometimes players 

break his leg or arm. My brother's head was bleeding.

Antonela Horvatin

Famous, bright chewing gums are upset and turn off the sound.

Puppy is cool and favourite and he drinks frizzy drink and plays 

guessing game.

Bubble does make up in schoolyard and eats snack in the middle of 

park.

Commercials occasionaly watch programme with puppies and eat crisps 

from a bowl.

 Flakes love to take a cool picture with snowman who is very, very 

annnoying.

Commercials advertise advertisement about commercial's life and 

occaionally about athletes.

Dora Matečić


